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Design by contract (DbC) is a systematic approach to help provide reliable software that satisfies its specifications. Contracts indicate
the expectations of the client and requirements of the supplier, and are written as assertions using Boolean expressions. Assertions can
be associated with each method as pre-conditions and post-conditions. Class invariants specify the expected state before and after the
executions of any class method. Contracts can be applied to source code or to UML (Unified Model Language) models.
The correctness of components in a software system helps to guarantee the correctness of the software as a whole. Applying DbC for
procedural languages is fairly well-understood. Applying DbC to object-oriented (OO) programs introduces problems because of the
presence of inheritance and other constructs. Behavioral subtyping contracts are based on the specifications of both the superclass and
the subclass. They ensure that the specification of a subclass object satisfy the specification of the superclass objects. These contracts
also must ensure that the calling methods provide the expected results.
In addition to problems when applying DbC to OO programs, there are challenges when applying DbC to concurrent programs. For
example, inferences and thread-safety specifications are difficult, especially when inheritance relations are present. The safepoint
approach is applicable for programs with concurrency. A safepoint is a safe place inside a method body to check pre-conditions and
post-conditions because at this point the objects that are used in the contracts are protected with locks. The safepoint mechanism
allows the safe and effective use of sequential contracts in programs with concurrency.
In my research I am studying measurable improvements in testability of OO software due to the use of DbC. DbC can improve
testability by locating the area that holds faults. The IEEE defines testability as ―a system design characteristic that allows its
operational status to be determined and the isolation of faults to be performed efficiently‖. Diagnosbaility , observability, and testing
costs and effort are testability factors that I am using to assess testability.
The main approaches that I investigate in this research include the following:
 Baudry and Jezequel’s quantitative method to estimate improvements in vigilance and diagnosability when placing assertions.
 Briand and Labiche’s empirical study of testability improvements through the use of contracts. They used observability and
disgnosability factors to assess testability.
 Cheon and Leavens’s Java-Modeling- Language (JML) to translate the software specifications into test oracles.
 Voas applied sensitivity analysis to determine low testable locations in the code and insert assertions in these parts to improve
faults observability.
I identify some open problems including the need to study testability with respect to other testability factors. In addition to that, more
work has to be done to evaluate the effectiveness of JML to write test cases and the use of safepoints in concurrency environments.
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